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Iâ€™m going to be her first - no matter what.Sheâ€™s supposed to be untouchable. But Iâ€™ve had

a taste of the forbidden fruit, and now I just want more...Sheâ€™s the girl from my freshman lecture -

my perfect, straight-A pupil and the one I shouldnâ€™t even be looking at much less having these

kind of thoughts about. No woman has ever made me feel this way, like Iâ€™m going out of my

mind with raw need for her. I know the rules, and I know sheâ€™s half my age, but I donâ€™t give a

f*ck. Because Iâ€™m going claim her. Iâ€™m gonna be her first, and Iâ€™m going to take her until

everyone knows sheâ€™s MINE.This book contains a hot, dirty, single-minded and over the top

alpha hero with a HEA and NO CHEATING!For a limited time, this book also includes THREE FREE

additional stories! The entire "Twice" series are included and begin directly after "Professor".

Enjoy!**Please note: This is a SECOND EDITION of a previously published book of the same title.

This 2nd edition includes additional chapters, steamy scenes, and updates to improve new reader

enjoyment.**
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Yikes. This is a super quick, steamy read. That's just about the only thing good about the book-there

are some good sex scenes. But the plot and characters were extremely underdeveloped and the



two main characters rarely spoke to each other when not having sex yet proclaimed love and "you

are everything to me." The characters weren't unlikable, they were just flat and had a singular

focus....2 horndogs.the other thing, someone else had mentioned..so much of the descriptions are

repetitive. It's like there are only 6 or 7 adjectives the author is willing to use. And ch.12 is literally

word for word a copy of the prologue/ch.1. In a book where the perspective changes like this one, I

would expect to see that scene from the other character's point of view. Or at the very least, talk

about different things so it is not literally the same exact words. That is just lazy writing.also, im all

for the student professor thing (obviously or i wouldn't have read this), but this is borderline

fetish/pervert territory. Liam, who is in his upper 30s always, ALWAYS describes Ellie(and her body

parts) as barely-legal, teenage, young, off-limits. He always talks about how her youth and

innocence is what turns him on. In some sex scenes she will dress like a schoolgirl and talk in high

pitched voice to pretend shes younger which he loves. It's a little creepy tbh. As for the fetishy part,

they both love unprotected sex and want her to get pregnant.the sex, which like i said is the only

thing kind of good about this book, is super over the top. It is like watching porn, I feel like this was

written by a guy. This inexperienced virgin all of the sudden becomes a seductress and super

sexual and flirtatious in an over-the-top way, especially during sex.

This story started out okay. It's exactly what you'd expect of this subject matter and genre. I liked

reading the perspectives from the teacher and his student (the chapters toggle back and forth

between the two main characters, both explaining their experiences of the same event in a first

person point of view). It was predictable for the most part but still enjoyable at times.But it doesn't

deserve more than two stars. I quit a quarter into the book. Let me explain why.One: By the time I

reached something around 14% on Kindle I already felt like I was gaining nothing by reading further.

The scenes are repetitive. Descriptions are similar. The same exact adjectives and phrasing are

used again and again. You will wonder if you're accidentally rereading a page.Some of the

overused words/phrases are: gravity-defying tits, barely-legal, creamy, clenched, strawberry blonde

hair, deep blue eyes, balls deep, off-limits, young body, rope after rope.There's a lack of variety and

creativity.Two: At a certain point, there were so many typos that it became distracting. There was

one on what seemed to be every other page. Things that should have easily been sighted with a

good proof read, repeating words like "she she". Yet, the book supposedly had an editor as stated in

one of the first pages.Three: (And this is why I give it two stars instead of three) The author

copy-pastes basically an ENTIRE CHAPTER (#1 and #12 are 95% the same).
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